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Posted - 17/07/2009 : 13:03:29

Aside from her recordings used on film soundtracks has Dusty ever been referenced in
any films?
I mean maybe mentioned in dialogue or her poster on a wall or one of her records
shown in a scene?
Anything like that.
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Posted - 17/07/2009 : 13:56:01

I have a scene in my head that I just can't get to and it's going to drive me crazy!
Dusty was mentioned by name in dialogue that had something to do with a handbag
and make up.....oh, lordy I wont get any sleep till I remember this
In the film
'Unconditional Love' there are a couple of Dusty moments, one where a CD appears
called 'Victor Sings Dusty' (I think that was the title). I love this film, it's got some of
the campest moments and wonderful cameo's. I also remember in Meera Syal's film
'Anita and Me', the character said something about wanting to be Dusty Springfield.
I'm sure more will come to me, including the handbag one!
United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x
"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."
Edited by - daydreamer on 17/07/2009 13:56:36
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Posted - 20/07/2009 : 10:09:28

Well, there is that one episode of Absolutely Fabulous where Saffy tells Patsy she looks
like a sad reject from Ready Steady Go! That always makes me laugh...but it's not
really Dusty is it!?!
Alicex
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thanks Carole, I will look out for these.
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